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Summary 

•  Coupling impedance 

•  Bench impedance measurement methods 

•  Beam based impedance measurement methods 

•  Coupling impedance due to pickups 
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Bench measurements: wire method, bead pull, … 
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VNA coaxial  
cables 

matching impedance DUT 

One or two wires  
(longitudinal or transverse impedance) 

The coupling impedance is related  to the transmission 
coefficients. A reference measurement, e. g. with a 
smooth beam pipe with homogeneous cross-section, 
should be performed before inserting the DUT. 

(see A. Mostacci talk) 

Step 
motor 

Perturbing 
bead 

Resonant Cavity 

Used to measure resonant structures. The resonant 
field is “sampled” by introducing a (small) perturbing 
object and measuring the change in resonant frequency. 

Loaded quality factor 



Beam based measurements 

•  Coupling impedances can also be determined by means of 
beam based measurements. In general one measures the 
effects the impedance produces on beam dynamics, such as 
tune or phase shifts with intensities, but also unwanted 
collective instabilities, as coupled bunch instabilities, can give 
important information on machine coupling impedances. 

•  Of course with the use of the beam we can determine the 
impedance of the whole machine. 

•  In some particular cases it could be possible to get the 
impedance of some important elements (e.g. localized 
impedance method). 
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Table 1
Accumulator ring parameters

Energy, E (MeV) 510
Circumference, 2!R (m) 32.563
RF peak voltage, »M

!"
(kV) 55—90

RF frequency, f
!"

(MHz) 73.678
Harmonic number, h 8
Momentum compaction, !

#
0.044

Synchrotron frequency, f
$
(kHz) 21.6—35.4

Horizontal tune, Q
!

3.1470
Vertical tune, Q

"
1.1605

Fig. 1. Block diagram of synchronous phase shift measurement
set.

In this paper we present the results of the
measurements and their analysis, comparing the
results with numerical simulations based on the
accumulator ring wake field estimates. Table 1 lists
the accumulator ring parameters relevant for the
data analysis.

2. Synchronous phase shift measurement

In order to compensate losses due to parasitic
interaction of a beam with the surrounding vacuum
chamber, besides those due to the synchrotron
radiation, an RF system has to provide some extra
energy "E per turn.

For a Gaussian beam "E is given by [2]
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where »K
!"

is the peak RF voltage, !
$!

the syn-
chronous phase at zero current, "! the syn-
chronous phase shift; I the average beam current;
&
%
the rms bunch length; $

!
the angular revolution

frequency; Re#Z% the real part of the machine impe-
dance; c the speed of light.

As it can be seen from Eq. (1), the measurement
of the synchronous phase shift allows to determine
the parasitic energy losses at a given current and to
calculate the sum in Eq. (1). However, to get the
exact dependence of Re#Z% versus frequency from
this kind of measurements is impossible as far as
the sum in Eq. (1) can be the same for different
functions Re#Z($)%. Nevertheless, by measuring the

energy loss and the bunch length as a function of
current, one can imply a simplified impedance
model or get an idea of the frequency behavior of
the impedance.

A block diagram of the phase shift measurement
is shown in Fig. 1. The synchronous phase shift was
measured with a HP4195 Spectrum/Network Ana-
lyzer. A sample of the cavity voltage was sent to the
reference channel R of the instrument, while the
longitudinal beam signal, obtained from a stripline
pair in the sum mode, bandpass filtered to get the
Fourier term at the RF frequency, was connected to
the T channel. Since the measurement was per-
formed at a constant accelerating voltage
(»M

!"
"60 kV), the amplitude of T/R versus time

gives the beam current decay in arbitrary units,
while the T/R phase gives a measurement of the
synchronous phase shift.

Fig. 2 shows the measured average bunch cur-
rent and corresponding relative synchronous phase
shift, for beam current decaying from 58 to 11 mA.
The analysis of the data has shown that the depend-
ence of the relative synchronous phase shift on the
bunch current can be satisfactory fit by a straight
line with a slope (see Fig. 3):
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According to Eq. (1) and remembering that the
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A sample of the cavity voltage 
is sent to the reference channel 
of a network analyzer, while the 
longitudinal beam signal, 
obtained from a stripline pair in 
the sum mode, bandpass 
filtered to get the Fourier term 
at the RF frequency, was 
connected to the T channel. 
Since the measurement was 
performed at a constant 
accelerat ing vol tage, the 
amplitude of T/R versus time is 
proportional to the beam 
current decay, while the T/R 
phase gives a measurement of 
the synchronous phase shift. 
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Abstract

We discuss the results of the bunch lengthening and synchronous phase shift measurements performed during the
commissioning of the DA!NE accumulator ring and aimed to estimate the machine longitudinal coupling impedance.

The dependence of the bunch length on the average current measured experimentally is in a good agreement with that
predicted numerically. The low frequency machine impedance is estimated to be 3.55 ".

It was also found that the parasitic beam power losses and the bunch shape distortion depend strongly on the actual
RF cavity Higher Order Mode (HOM) positions with respect to the beam power spectrum lines. In particular, we
observed that the effect of the HOMs can be minimized by raising the cavity temperature to 37°C. ! 1998 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.27.Bd; 41.85.Ew

Keywords: Coupling impedance; Bunch lengthening; High order mode

1. Introduction

The high luminosity operation of DA!NE, the
Frascati !-Factory [1], needs a very efficient injec-
tion system. In order to provide longitudinal and
transverse emittance damping a small accumulator
ring is interposed between the DA!NE LINAC
and the main rings. The accumulator ring has been
successfully commissioned reaching a stable and
reproducible single bunch operation with the nom-
inal average current of 120 mA.

Two kinds of measurements were performed
during the commissioning aimed to evaluate
the machine longitudinal coupling impedance.
The first one is the measurement of the syn-
chronous phase shift versus beam current. This
measurement allows to calculate energy losses
due to parasitic beam-vacuum chamber interaction
and to estimate the real part of the machine
impedance.

The second one is the measurement of the bunch
shape at different currents. The bunch lengthening
helps to evaluate the inductive part of the machine
impedance, whereas the bunch shape symmetry dis-
tortion gives information about the real part of the
impedance and parasitic losses.

0168-9002/98/$19.00 ! 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PII: S 0 1 6 8 - 9 0 0 2 ( 9 8 ) 0 0 7 4 4 - X

e-machine 

Real part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: synchronous phase shift vs beam 
current 
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Fig. 2. Measured average bunch current (a.u.) (a) and relative
synchronous phase shift (0.3°/div) at »K

!"
"60 kV (b).

Fig. 3. Dependence of the relative synchronous phase shift
on the average bunch current from data of the preceeding
figure.

Fig. 4. Accumulator ring wake potential for 5 mm Gaussian
bunch.

The synchronous phase shift practically does not
depend on the bunch length in the given current
range. This is presumably due to the fact that the
bunch spectrum lines interact with the real machine
impedance mainly at low frequencies where the
exponential spectrum roll-off factor is close to
unity.

3. Measurement of bunch lengthening

3.1. Accumulator ring wake field

The impedance of the DA!NE accumulator ring
has been estimated well in advance prior to the
bunch length measurements. Fig. 4 shows the wake
potential of a 5 mm Gaussian bunch, which we use
as the Green function in numerical simulations of
the bunch lengthening and which has already been
used in theoretical predictions of the microwave
instability threshold in the accumulator ring [4].

The corresponding impedance is found by per-
forming the Fourier transform of the wake poten-
tial and dividing the result by the Gaussian bunch
spectrum. The imaginary and real parts of the im-
pedance as well as its absolute value are shown in
Fig. 5.

Note that the calculated wake potential is the
single passage wake field, since existing numerical
codes do not calculate a multiturn effect in the time
domain. It means that we neglect the discrete na-
ture of the beam power spectrum and this does not
guarantee an exact reproduction of the effective
real part of the impedance in the simulations. This
can be explained as follows.

When the real part of the impedance consists of
narrow Higher Order Mode (HOM) peaks, small
changes of the working conditions (ambient tem-
perature, tuner position in the RF cavity etc.) can
substantially change the amount of coupling of the
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Due to the imaginary part of the coupling 
impedance, bunch length can change 
and, as a consequence, the phase shift 
may not be linear any more. 

Real part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: synchronous phase shift vs beam 
current 
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Real part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: synchronous phase shift vs beam 
current 
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40 MHz cavity  

drive return We change the 
voltage of the PS 
Booster blow-up 
cavity to scan 
t h e  b u n c h 
intensity in the 
PS. 

CERN PS 
proton machine 
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phase shift in two 
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1)  distance of a 
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reference one 
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Real part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: synchronous phase shift vs beam 
current 

4 ms 

10 µs = few turns 
zoom 
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Real part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: synchronous phase shift vs beam 
current 
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to cavity signal) are the same. 
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as trigger. In this way it is possible to get a stable waveform even in the presence of longitudinal 
oscillations. The length of the measuring cables should also be kept as short as possible, to give 
negligible signal distortion, that can be tested and calibrated by comparing the Gaussian shape 
measured at a very low current with predicted natural bunch length.  

In order to measure the bunch shape, 
a beam signal can be picked up from a 
bi-directional stripline normally used as 
a b e a m k i c k e r i n t h e t u n e 
measurement system. The strip length 
should be such that the back-reflected 
pulse, typical of such kind of pick-up, is 
well separated from the first induced 
pulse, which is the one zoomed-in and 
analyzed.  
The stripline signal can be split by 
means of a large bandwidth resistive  
divider and one part was used 

Fig. 5. Accumulator ring coupling impedance (FFT of the wake
potential presented in Fig. 4) versus frequency f.

Fig. 6. Typical stripline response at low current. The small superimposed oscillation occurs at the first TM waveguide mode in the
round beam pipe with a radius of 43 mm.

beam power spectrum lines to the HOMs, i.e. the
effective real part of the machine impedance and
parasitic losses can vary in a wide range. This
means that any broad band impedance model is

not quite appropriate in this case. On the other
hand, the imaginary part of the impedance is a con-
tinuous and smoother function of frequency. This
implies that the effective imaginary impedance does
not depend strongly on the HOM positions. If
numerical simulations or analytical impedance
estimates are made correctly, the effective induct-
ive part of the impedance will be known rather
precisely.

In our case, the inductive part is mostly respon-
sible of the bunch lengthening, while the real part of
the impedance breaks the bunch distribution sym-
metry without notable lengthening.

3.2. Measurement results

The bunch lengthening measurements were per-
formed twice during the December 1996 shifts.
First, the bunch length was measured at different
currents and changing the RF voltage. A day later,
the measurements were made at the constant RF
voltage of 60 kV with the current changing in
0—60 mA range.

244 R. Boni et al. /Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 418 (1998) 241—248

Imaginary part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: bunch lengh vs beam current 
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•  Bunch lengthening below the microwave 
instability threshold is mainly caused by 
the imaginary part of the machine 
impedance, above it by both real and 
imaginary part. 

 

•  The information of bunch length vs current 
allows to check a machine impedance 
model, but one cannot infer directly the 
impedance from this measurement. 

•  In order to get information on the 
imaginary part of the longitudinal 
impedance we can exploit another effect 
of the wakefield on the bunch: the 
incoherent synchrotron frequency shift. 

Fig. 7. Bunch length at different voltages (full-width at half-
maximum): dots — measurement results; crosses — numerical
simulations; numbers — RF peak voltage.

Fig. 8. Bunch length at »K
!"
"60 kV: crosses — measurement

results; solid line — numerical simulations.

In order to measure the bunch shape, a beam
signal was picked up from one of the 50 ! bi-
directional striplines normally used as a beam
shaker in the tune measurement system. The strip
length of 0.5 m is such that the back-reflected pulse,
typical of such kind of pick-up, is well separated
from the first induced pulse (see Fig. 6), which is the
one zoomed-in and analyzed.

The stripline signal was digitized by a sampling
oscilloscope Tektronix 11801A, equipped with
a sampling head SD-24, with a rise time of 17.5 ps
and an equivalent bandwidth of 20 GHz. The sig-
nal was split by means of a large bandwidth resis-
tive divider and one part was used as trigger. In this
way we could get a stable waveform even in the
presence of longitudinal oscillations. A Macintosh
II! provided the real time acquisition via high
speed National GPIB interface.

The measuring set-up was placed immediately
outside the radiation shielding area, to allow the
access. At the same time the length of the measuring
cable (Andrew FSJ4-50B, 1/2", low attenuation)
could be kept as short as &6 m, resulting in negli-
gible signal distortion, as confirmed by the pre-
dicted natural radiation length and Gaussian shape
measured at a very low current.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the measurement
and simulation results obtained at different RF
voltages, while Fig. 8 shows the results at
»M

!"
"60 kV. The agreement is very satisfactory

confirming the validity of the numerically cal-
culated wake field for the bunch lengthening calcu-
lations confirming the validity of the numerically
calculated wake field for the bunch lengthening
calculations.

We have also estimated the low frequency ma-
chine impedance applying the traditional broad
band impedance model approach. According to
Ref. [5], the bunch lengthening in case of long
bunches can be expressed in terms of the absolute
value of the impedance at low frequencies #Z/n#

!
as

!$!
R"

"+#2
!

% $Zn $
!
, (4)

where R is the machine radius and n the revolution
harmonic. The parameter %, introduced by Chao
and Gareyte [6], is given by

%" 2!I
h»K

!"
cos !

#

" &
$
I

'#
#
(E/e)

, (5)

with '
#
the synchrotron tune (number of synchro-

tron oscillations per revolution period).
Fig. 9 shows that for long bunches the data of

both sets of measurements are fit well by

$
!

c
"2.437!10$% %&'". (6)

Comparison of the fit with Eq. (4) gives the impe-
dance #Z/n#

!
of 3.55 !. The result is very close to

that predicted by the numerical simulations. This

R. Boni et al. /Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 418 (1998) 241—248 245Fig. 9. Bunch length fit with the broad band impedance model:
crosses — bunch length at constant RF peak voltage of 60 kV;
squares — bunch length for varying RF peak voltage; solid line
— fit valid for long bunches.

Fig. 10. Bunch shape at I"28 mA: solid line — measurement
result; dotted line — fit with Z(!)"(600#j6.2e-08!)!.

Fig. 11. Block diagram of the set up for the HOM frequency
shift measurements.

can be seen by comparing it with the absolute
impedance value in Fig. 5 in the frequency range up
to 1.5 GHz, i. e. at frequencies covered by the accu-
mulator bunch power spectrum.

The bunch shape was recorded for different
bunch currents. The bunch distribution is clearly
distorted indicating not negligible parasitic losses.

In order to estimate the parasitic losses at a given
current, one can try to find the best fit of the bunch
shape by solving the Haissinski equation [3] for
a certain impedance model. Then, the integral of
the real part of the model impedance weighted by
the bunch power spectrum will give the corre-
sponding loss factor.

Fortunately, for the accumulator ring the simple-
st R—L impedance model

Z(!)"j!¸#R, (7)

suits very well. The energy loss in this case is given
by

"E"ek
!
I

f
!

with k
!
" Rc

2!!#
!

. (8)

As an example, the bunch shape at I"28 mA
and the corresponding fit are presented in Fig. 10.

Application of Eq. (8) gives 3.086 keV energy loss
for I"28 mA. The value can be compared to that
obtained applying Eq. (3). This gives 0.781 keV of
parasitic losses at the current of 28 mA, i.e. different

by a factor of 4. In our opinion, this discrepancy
can be accounted for the shift of the HOMs with
respect to beam spectrum lines, as was discussed
above. Indeed, during the phase shift measurement
the bunch was stable for all currents, while the
bunch lengthening measurements were performed
later in time and the bunch was unstable for cur-
rents between 5 and 23 mA. We believe that the
ambient temperature change resulted in some
HOM shift in the RF cavity.

3.3. Beam—HOM interaction

In order to check this our conclusion we per-
formed dedicated measurements of the HOMs
positions in the accumulator ring RF cavity with
respect to the bunch spectrum lines as a function of
temperature.

The experimental set (see Fig. 11) consisted of
a Network Analyzer (HP8753C) and a Spectrum
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Beam based measurements 

•  Set-up used to measure the quadrupole synchrotron 
frequency in the CERN PS: 
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26GeV/c. On the flat-top, the bunch was first synchronized to a fixed revolution frequency
of f

rev

= 476.82 kHz, allowing to pulse a higher-harmonic RF cavity at 40MHz, the 84th
harmonic of the revolution frequency. About 150ms before extraction the bunch was handed
over from h = 16 (f

RF

= 7.629MHz) to h = 84 (f
RF

= 40.052MHz). This rebucketing to
the 40MHz RF system was completed 140ms before extraction. Aside from a 5ms time
window for longitudinal emittance measurements, about 130ms were left under stationary
conditions to perform the beam transfer function (BTF) measurement. During that time,
the bunch was held with a constant 40 MHz RF voltage of about 50 kV or 100 kV at h = 84.
It is worth noting that no beam phase loop was active during the measurements. The length
of the magnetic flat-top and hence the measurement duration could not be stretched to avoid
a too large heating of the main and auxiliary coils of the magnets, and averaging over many
cycles was applied to improve the quality of the measurements.

2.1 Measurement setup

The spectrum of the incoherent quadrupole synchrotron frequency has been obtained by
measurement of the longitudinal BTF with the set-up sketched in fig. 1. A bandwidth limited

Figure 1: Set-up to measure the longitudinal quadrupole beam transfer function (BTF).

white noise (up to 2 kHz) was generated by the internal source of an Agilent 89410A vector
network analyzer. The bandwidth was chosen to fully cover the quadrupole synchrotron
frequency and to achieve the best possible resolution within the 130ms time window for
the measurements. The noise signal was gated in order only to a↵ect the beam during
the well-defined duration of the measurement and was added as an amplitude modulation
to the voltage program of the 40MHz cavity. Since the peak amplitude of the noise was
independent of the voltage in the 40MHz RF cavity, the amplitude modulation index was
about m = 0.07 for a peak voltage of 100 kV and m = 0.13 for an RF voltage of 50 kV at
40MHz. A copy of the noise signal used for amplitude modulation was directly fed to the
reference channel of the vector network analyzer. Taking the noise signal to the reference

3

A bandwidth limited white noise 
(up to 2 kHz) was generated by 
the internal source of an Agilent 
89410A vector network analyzer. 
The bandwidth was chosen to fully cover the quadrupole 
synchrotron frequency. The noise signal was gated in 
order only to affect the beam during the well-defined 
duration of the measurement and was added as an 
amplitude modulation to the voltage program of the 40MHz 
A copy of the noise signal used for amplitude modulation was directly fed to the 
reference channel of the vector network analyzer.  

Imaginary part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: incoherent quadrupole 
synchrotron frequency shift vs beam current 
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•  A wall-current monitor was used to 
pick-up the longitudinal beam signal, 
followed by a peak detector with a 
time constant of several turns, but well 
below the quadrupole synchrotron 
tune. The peak-detected beam signal 
was then fed to the second channel of 
the vector network analyzer. The 
gating switch in front of the second 
input protects the measurement 
instrument from over-voltage which 
may occur outside the measurement 
time window.  

channel directly from the source and not from the gap of the 40MHz cavity did not introduce
a significant error, as the 3 dB bandwidth of the voltage control loop was measured to be of
the order of 20 kHz. The delay between noise source and cavity gap does not introduce any
significant phase shift in the relevant frequency range up to 2 kHz.

A wall-current monitor (WCM95) was used to pick-up the longitudinal beam signal, fol-
lowed by a peak detector with a time constant of several turns, but well below the quadrupole
synchrotron tune. The attenuation of the beam signal was chosen to get optimum signal
amplitude to the peak detection circuit and special care was taken to avoid saturation. The
peak-detected beam signal was then fed to the second channel of the vector network ana-
lyzer (see fig. 1). The gating switch in front of the second input protects the measurement
instrument from over-voltage which may occur outside the measurement time window.

Amplitude and phase of the quadrupole BTF are then determined by the analyzer by cal-
culating the vectorial ratio of peak-detected beam signal and noise excitation and subsequent
averaging of measurements on many individual acceleration cycles. A typical quadrupole
synchrotron frequency spectrum is shown in fig. 2.

Figure 2: Example screen-shot of amplitude and phase of the quadrupole BTF for a bunch
of about 9 · 1010 particles kept by 95 kV at 40MHz.

The zero-amplitude quadrupole synchrotron frequency is given by the discontinuity of
the phase curve following the 180 0 phase advance [6, 7]. This well-defined point of the phase
of the transfer function, when the beam response vanishes, is readily determined from the
measurements. The small peak in both amplitude and phase, at half that frequency, is a
direct observation of the synchrotron frequency due to residual oscillations.

4

•  Amplitude and phase of the quadrupole frequency are then determined by the analyzer by 
calculating the vectorial ratio of peak-detected beam signal and noise excitation and 
subsequent averaging of measurements on many individual acceleration cycles.  

Imaginary part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: incoherent quadrupole 
synchrotron frequency shift vs beam current 
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Imaginary part of the longitudinal coupling impedance: incoherent quadrupole 
synchrotron frequency shift vs beam current 
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Figure 7: Quadrupole frequency shift and linear fit with parabolic line density for the second
set of measurements.

To conclude the data analysis, we observe that, during our measurements, most probably
the PS machine operated below the microwave instability threshold. In fact, by applying
the Boussard criterion [12], the single-bunch intensity threshold is

Np =
(2⇡)3/2⌘(E

0

/e)�G�2

p

e|Z(p)/p| , (18)

with ⌘ the slippage factor, and �p the RMS relative momentum spread. With the typical
beam parameters of the measurements, that is ⌘ = 2.53·10�2, �G = 2.3 ns and �p = 3.6·10�4,
we get Np ' 1012, which is more than a factor of two higher than the maximum intensity
(table ??). Moreover, previous observations of bunch profiles with a sampling rate of 20 Gs/s
during the first turn in the SPS did not show any evidence of microwave instability [13].

3 Simulations and analytical results

Simulations of longitudinal beam dynamics, taking into account the collective e↵ects due to
wakefields, are a powerful tool to better understand the beam behavior. We have therefore
performed a series of simulations by using a tracking code initially developed to study the
longitudinal beam dynamics in the electron storage ring DA�NE at LNF-INFN [14, 15] and
then adapted to the beam parameters of the CERN PS. The results gave us also indications
on which expression, between eq. (14) and eq. (17), is more suited for the PS to evaluate the
broadband impedance.

Indeed, with the simulation code we can track the synchrotron oscillations of each macro-
particle and, by means of the FFT, obtain the corresponding frequency spectra. By including
the collective e↵ects due to the wakefields, an incoherent quadrupole frequency shift as a
function of beam intensity, with constant longitudinal emittance, can be extracted. In fig. 8

10

f2s
fs0

= 2+

12eNp

VRFhcosφsω0
2τ b

3

Im Z p( )!" #$
p

= 2− !X
Im Z p( )!" #$

p

p = ω
ω0
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Global machine transverse impedance measurements: The imaginary part of the total 
transverse beam coupling impedance can be estimated from the tune shift with intensity. 

BPM 1 

dQ N( )
dN

∝ Im Z⊥,eff
tot( )

ΔQ 
ΔN 

dQ N( )
dN
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Global machine transverse impedance measurements: The imaginary part of the total 
transverse beam coupling impedance can be estimated from the tune shift with intensity. 
 
 
 

Depending on the machine impedance we 
need to satisfy: 
 
 
 
 
 

dQ N( )
dN

∝ Im Z⊥,eff
tot( )

dQ N( )
dN

ΔN 
ΔQ 

σ dQ
dN

∝
1

σ ΔNN
αSNR

<<
dQ
dN

SNR:    Signal/Noise Ratio 
σdQ/dN:   Tune accuracy 
Nα:        Number of turns acquired needed dependent on Fourier Transform method. 
dQ/dN: Total expected tune shift (from theory). 
σ∆N:      RMS of total intensity scan. 
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Local machine transverse impedance measurements: The local contribution may be 
estimated with different methods using distributed BPMs: 
1.  Impedance-induced orbit shift with intensity. 
2.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of kick excitation. 
3.  .. 

BPM 1 

BPM 2 Z 

Pair of BPMs 

dµ1è2/dN 

ΔN 
Δµ 

dµ
1è

2/Δ
N

 

A transverse impedance acts as a 
defocusing quadrupole with strength 

ΔK ∝ Im Zk( ) S ω( )
2
dω

−∞

∞

∫
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Local machine transverse impedance measurements: The local contribution may be 
estimated with different methods using distributed BPMs: 
1.  Impedance-induced orbit shift with intensity. 
2.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of kick excitation. 
3.  .. 

BPM 1 

BPM 2 Z 

A transverse impedance acts as a 
defocusing quadrupole with strength 

ΔK ∝ Im Zk( ) S ω( )
2
dω

−∞

∞

∫
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Summing (3.50) and (3.51) we get

� y(s) =
�k�KLk

2
+

�k�KLk

2 sin(2⇡Qyo
)
cos(2 k �  yo

(s)) sin( yo
(s)� 2⇡Qyo

). (3.52)

For  yo
(s) <  k, following the same procedure as before, we obtain

� y(s) =
�k�KLk

2 sin(2⇡Qyo)
sin( yo

(s)) cos( yo
(s)� 2 k + 2⇡Qyo

). (3.53)

Considering the normalized phase µ(s) =  (s)/2⇡ we get

�µy(s, sk) =

8
>><

>>:

�k�KLk

4⇡
+

�k�KLk

4⇡ sin(2⇡Qyo)
cos(2 k �  yo

(s)) sin( yo
(s)� 2⇡Qyo

), for s � sk,

�k�KLk

4⇡ sin(2⇡Qyo
)
sin( yo

(s)) cos( yo
(s)� 2 k + 2⇡Qyo

), for s < sk.

(3.54)

Recognizing the definition of tune shift from Eq. (3.29) we get

�µy(s, sk) =

8
>><

>>:

�Qyk
+

�Qyk

sin(2⇡Qyo)
cos(2 k �  yo

(s)) sin( yo
(s)� 2⇡Qyo

), for s � sk,

�Qyk

sin(2⇡Qyo)
sin( yo(s)) cos( yo(s)� 2 k + 2⇡Qyo), for s < sk.

(3.55)

A quadrupole error, therefore, produces a phase beating wave whose amplitude is given by the
corresponding tune shift, and presents a step equal to the tune shift at the impedance location.
The step will be positive for focusing errors, or negative for defocusing ones. In most of the cases
an impedance behaves as a defocusing quadrupole error giving rise to a descending step into the
beating wave at the impedance location.

The analytical formula in Eq. (3.54) has been benchmarked with MAD-X [49]. Figure 3.3
shows the phase advance step and wave provoked by a quadrupole error in section 71 in the PS as
seen from the 40 beam position monitors: a good agreement between the analytical approach and
MAD-X can be appreciated.
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Figure 3.3: Phase advance beating provoked by a quadrupole error in section 71 in the PS calculated
with MAD-X and the analytical formula.

A distributed impedance like the resistive wall and the space charge, on the contrary, will
produce a smooth descent in the beating wave. Since the impedance is distributed, we can calculate



SNR:    Signal/Noise Ratio 
σdµ/dN:   Uncertainty in phase advance shift with intensity 
N:         Number of turns acquired needed dependent on Fourier Transform method. 
dµk/dN: Total expected tune shift from the k-th impedance source (from theory). 
σ∆N:      RMS of total intensity scan. 
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Local machine transverse impedance measurements: The local contribution may be 
estimated with different methods using distributed BPMs: 
1.  Impedance-induced orbit shift with intensity. 
2.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of kick excitation. 
3.  .. 

Depending on the machine impedance we need to satisfy: 

•  Small phase shifts to be 
measured. 

•  Slow dependence on turns 

Not applicable in machines 
like the LHC! 

σ dµk
dN

∝
1

σ ΔNSNR N
<<

dµk
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Local machine transverse impedance measurements: The local contribution may be 
estimated with different methods using distributed BPMs: 
1.  Impedance-induced orbit shift with intensity. 
2.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of kick excitation. 
3.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of AC-dipole excitation. 

Advantages: 
§  > 5k  turns in the LHC. 
§  Limited emittance blow up 
§  Limited particle losses 

Impedance 
phase jump 

Excitation at the driven frequency 
 close to the tune Simulated driven phase advance beating with a localized impedance 
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and Eq. (4.7) can be approximated as

�KACd ' �K0
ACd �

4⇡

�ACd

�Qnat

�Nb
�Nb. (4.11)

Considering the variation over the intensity, we have

�KACd

�Nb
= � 4⇡

�ACd

�Qnat

�Nb
. (4.12)

Equation (4.12) says that measuring at the fixed natural tune Q0
nat, whatever tune variation will

be compensated at the AC dipole location. From Eq. (3.55) the step in the phase advance beating
at the AC dipole location sACd will therefore be

�µ(s, sACd)

�Nb
= ��Qnat

�Nb
= �

X

k

�Qimp
k

�Nb
, (4.13)

where

�µ(s, sACd)

�Nb
=

�ACd

4⇡

�KACd

�Nb
. (4.14)

This result was benchmarked with HEADTAIL. The B1 ring was modeled as in the configuration
file in App. D.2 We placed a broadband resonator close to the IP7 in the LHC lattice model whose
tune shift was expected around 5 · 10�3 per 1011 ppb. It was first simulated with a kick excitation,
and after with an AC dipole excitation as shown in Fig. 4.20a. Figure 4.21 shows the phase advance
measured at the natural tune in the case of a kick (a) or AC dipole (b) excitation. In the first case
the procedure to derive the phase advance is the same used in chapter 3, in the second case we used
Eq. (4.2) to calculate the natural phase advance from the AC dipole driven one. The amplitude of
the oscillation which is roughly the tune shift is close to what expected (5 · 10�3). The step in the
phase advance at the impedance location is compensated as expected in the case of using an AC
dipole as exciter. This can be intuitively understood also considering that we are measuring at the
AC dipole frequency and calculating the e↵ect at the natural tune Q0

nat, therefore not allowing for
any tune shift.
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Figure 4.21: HEADTAIL simulations of a broadband impedance placed close to the IP7 in LHC
at 19900 m, with a kick (a) and AC dipole (b) excitation. The AC dipole tune shift compensation
is visible.

4.3.3 Estimations for the LHC

The considerations suggest a method for measuring both impedance and total tune shift in circular
accelerator with an AC dipole. The machine could be filled with a certain number of bunches with
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Local machine transverse impedance measurements: The local contribution may be 
estimated with different methods using distributed BPMs: 
1.  Impedance-induced orbit shift with intensity. 
2.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of kick excitation. 
3.  Impedance-induced phase beating with intensity by means of AC-dipole excitation. 

Resistive wall + 
collimators 

ΔQ~1.5e-3 

First exploratory MD in the 
LHC at injection energy 

close to expectation! 
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The effects of HOMs in the accelerator can be put in evidence if they produce coupled bunch 
instabilities. By measuring beam oscillations it is possible to get information on the unstable 
coherent oscillation modes and on possible frequencies and intensities of resonant modes 
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Coupling impedance of striplines and button 
electrodes: example 

•  In general a pickup should have a reasonably high transfer impedance 
keeping the beam coupling impedance and parasitic losses within 
acceptably low values.  

•  As a general rule, a design with higher transfer impedance has also 
higher coupling impedance because they are related, therefore, a 
compromise has to be found in order to satisfy the two contradicting 
requirements.  

•  To determine analytically the coupling impedance at low frequency we:  
–  simplify the 3D geometry with an equivalent circuit consisting of concentrated radio 

technical elements and transmission lines;  
–  use methods of electric circuits and theory of transmission lines to find currents and 

voltages in the circuit elements; 
–  obtain the power dissipated in the loads; 
–  since this power is provided by the beam, we can determine the real part of the 

longitudinal coupling impedance;  
–  use the Hilbert transform to get the imaginary part of the transverse impedance. 
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Cylindrical stripline monitor  
(one plate) 

Broadband button electrode 
(one button) 
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Zs is the characteristic impedance 
of the coaxial cable and of both the 
terminations, l the stripline length 

Zs is the characteristic impedance of the 
coaxial cable and of the termination, r 
the button radius, ω1 and ω2 constants 
depending on the button characteristics 
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K. Y. Ng, Part. Acc. 1988, Vol. 23, pp. 93-102  F. Marcellini, et al., NIM A 402 (1998) pp. 27-35 

Vt=voltage across 
the termination 
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Cylindrical stripline monitor  
(one plate) 

Broadband button electrode 
(one button) 
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•  At low frequency 
 
•  We should also remark here that the above expressions underestimate 

the coupling impedance, since they take into account only that part of 
fields contributing to the output signal formation.  

•  High frequency resonances can be excited in the structures formed by a 
diagnostics element and beam pipe walls. Some of such resonances 
can be associated with standing waves, which do not dissipate their 
power in the external terminations. 

•  Trapped modes could also produce coupled bunch instabilities. 
•  Generally the coupling impedance of a single device is small compared 

to the total impedance budget, but since in an accelerator there are 
many pickups, their contribution could be not negligible. 
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Conclusions 

•  Pickups are important diagnostics elements used to detect beam signals. 
•  The measurements of machine coupling impedance are based on the 

perturbations the impedance produces on the beam dynamics, which are 
detected by pickups. 

•  It’s the way these signals are elaborated which gives information on the 
machine coupling impedance. 

•  In addition to that, pickups, as all machine devices, contribute to the 
coupling impedance, and their evaluation is very important, in particular 
due to the high number of elements installed in an accelerator. 

•  A very sensitive pickup has a high transfer impedance, and, as a 
consequence, also a high coupling impedance. A compromise between 
the two requirements has to be found. 

•  Particular care in the design of a pickup has to be taken also to avoid 
dangerous trapped modes at high frequencies, which could increase 
energy losses and produce coupled bunch instabilities. 
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